June 2016
Dear 6th Grader,
Welcome to sixth grade!! We are looking forward to an exciting and successful
year. Here is a list of the items that you will need to bring with you on the first day of
school. Please be sure to have your first and last name on all of your supplies. The
iPad does not replace the list of supplies. We do not encourage the use of Trapper
Keepers.
NOTE: Some of the items (pencils, pens, accordions) may need to be replenished
throughout the school year.
Please buy only the items on this list:
____2 single subject spirals
____2 Graph paper spiral notebook
____1 package Loose-leaf paper---wide ruled (250 sheet)
____1 Accordion (expanding) file—10 pocket minimum
____2 Jumbo book covers (cloth ones are required)
____6 boxes/packages of 24 sharpened (or mechanical) #2 pencils
____1 eraser OR a set of eraser toppers
____1 sturdy, portable, hand-held pencil sharpener
____2 boxes/packages (10-12) Blue or black pens
____1 boxes/packages (10-12) Red pens
____1 package of sharpened Colored Pencils
____3 Highlighters (assorted colors)
____2 Large zippered pencil cases (no boxes) one for daily supplies, one for art supplies
____4 packages 3x5 index cards-one side lined
____1 scientific calculator -TI 30XA *please purchase this model only
____1 6 inch ruler (not 12 inches) —inches and metric (keep in pencil case)
____1 Deodorant for PE Locker (stick or roll-on only - NO SPRAY!!)
____Regular size shoebox---to organize materials in locker
____Ear buds
OPTIONAL
_____ Lockermate self-standing stackable wire shelves (for 12 inch wide lockers) suggested.
DO NOT purchase plastic, adjust-a-shelf
_____ Stylus
PE UNIFORMS: The red and grey Lincoln Hall uniform is required for all students. Orders
were included in the registration packet. A separate pair of gym shoes is needed for use only
during physical education. White socks are also required. Sweatshirts and sweatpants are
recommended for use during colder weather.

Reminder: A current sports physical, (within the last 12 months), completed by a physician is
required for all interscholastic sports activities (soccer, basketball, cheerleading and volleyball).

Thank You,
The Sixth Grade Team

